SHORT NOTICE BUT DON’T MISS OUT ON THIS INFORMATION!!!!

Across Disability Support and Informational Group in Bristol!

Join us on Thursday, May 25th at 6p.m. at

47 Upson Street
Bristol, CT
Chapter126.com

Topic: Understanding tax benefits and improving your financial future for people with disabilities.

Guest Speaker:
Hiram Gonzalez, Owner of Gonzalez Associates,
‘Tax Prep At Its Best’

Hiram has a spinal cord injury and will be discussing his experiences as a family man of who lives with his wife and four children. He is also a business owner and Senior Mechanical Engineer at Mirion Technologies.

****Food will be provided for all in attendance****

If you would like to attend, email nsciact@gmail.com at (or) call Paul Weiland at 860.769.7047.

The Group is being sponsored by the United Spinal Cord Injury Association, CT Chapter. Special thanks to the Neilson Foundation.